
What’s involved?
The #TrustLeaders Network brings together 
leading thinkers, experts, and a wide range of 
practitioners across sectors, to ensure your high-
quality, ongoing professional development as a 
Trust Leader. 

This year’s network will provide you with an 
extensive range of development and networking 
opportunities, as well as the chance to stay ahead 
of and inform policy development through our 
regular roundtable events.

The Yorkshire & Humber #TrustLeaders network 
is one of six regional #TrustLeaders networks led 
by Forum Strategy nationwide. The network is led 
by Michael Pain, CEO of Forum Strategy, and the 
author of the book ‘Being the CEO’. 

ForumStrategy

The Yorkshire & Humber #TrustLeaders Network returns in 2020 for its third consecutive year, having 
developed a strong reputation amongst trust CEOs, trustees and others for its cross-sector thinking,
peer to peer learning, and cutting-edge materials and resources.

This year’s network will focus on:
• Improvement Leadership – what we know
 about highly effective improvement and 
 performance directors; how do CEOs prepare 
 them, define their roles, and support and 
 performance manage them?

• Evaluating organisational performance  -  both 
 internally and externally – lessons from trusts and 
 other sectors. (includes a review of Ofsted 
 summary evaluations so far). 

• Building your organisation’s brand and 
 managing its reputation - the CEO’s role as 
 ‘communicator in chief’  – emerging high-  
 impact strategies and lessons from leaders in 
 other sectors. 

Former contributors to Forum’s #TrustLeaders 
networks have included NHS Improvement, the 
NGA, and the British Franchise Association, as well 
as CEOs and thought leaders from across a wide 
range of sectors.

Yorkshire & Humber:  #TrustLeaders Network 2020

Session 1: 27th February 2020 (Wetherby)
Session 2: 25th June 2020 (Huddersfield)

Session 3: 24th September 2020 #TrustLeaders National Conference (Midlands)
Session 4: 19th November 2020 (Doncaster)

Places are very limited. The deadline for booking is: 18th December 2019.



What do Members benefit from?
• Development sessions involving external experts and Forum Strategy associates and 
 staff; opportunity to network with other CEOs and executive leaders from across the region.

• An individual subscription to our funding and grants briefing, and our weekly strategy briefing: 
 sharing the latest updates and thinking on organisational development, policy and research.

• Opportunities to attend and inform our annual policy roundtable events.

• Two free places at our annual #TrustLeaders conference in the Midlands on 24th 
 September 2020.

• Preferable rates on our weekly strategy briefing services for leadership teams and trustees, 
 including our funding briefing service. 

Web: www.forumstrategy.org      t : @ForumStrategyUK

Valued and trusted
Previous feedback from our #TrustLeaders Networks nationwide include:

Membership

Network members include the CEO plus one guest. If the CEO cannot attend a 
representative in a senior leadership position in your organisation is entitled to 
attend in their place.

To sign up for 2020 
Yearly Membership is only £1200 plus VAT

Please email events@forumstrategy.org or call 01636 813365 to request 

a membership application form. The deadline for booking is 18th December 2019.

“As always, time to reflect with other people who share 
similar challenges”

“I really valued the honesty, experience and knowledge 
of the speakers”

“Very relevant and thought provoking, supporting us to move 
forward as an organisation”


